**Scholar Enrichment Program (SEP)**

**Fall 2024 Workshop Schedule**

**Enroll in Workshops during Orientation or Online:**

![Image](https://example.com/)

**How to Enroll:**

Log into AccessU with your CougarID and password. Using myUH Self Service, search for the "SEP" workshop using the 5-digit class number provided below. You must be enrolled in the Associate’s Lecture [or bid tile] in order to enroll in the workshop. Course work load with your advisor does not require specific professors. For further instructions, please visit [https://example.edu/scholar-enrichment](https://example.edu/scholar-enrichment).

**Chemistry**

*Biochemistry: The workshop does not require a specific professor, only course enrollment.*

- **Lecture**
  - Workshop CHEM 2311: 11287 TTH 10:00AM - 11:30AM
  - Workshop CHEM 2311: 11288 TTH 10:00AM - 11:30AM
  - Workshop CHEM 2311: 11295 TTH 10:00AM - 11:30AM

*Genetics: The workshop does not require a specific professor, only course enrollment.*

- **Lecture**
  - Workshop BIOS 3304: 12481 MW 10:00AM - 11:00AM
  - Workshop BIOS 3304: 12482 MW 10:00AM - 11:00AM

*University Physics I: The workshop does not require a specific professor, only course enrollment.*

- **Lecture**
  - Workshop PHYS 2312: 11695 TTH 1:00PM - 2:00PM

*University Physics II: The workshop does not require a specific professor, only course enrollment.*

- **Lecture**
  - Workshop PHYS 2313: 11696 TTH 1:00PM - 2:00PM

*Engineering Math: The workshop does not require a specific professor, only course enrollment.*

- **Lecture**
  - Workshop MATH 2314: 11697 TTH 1:00PM - 2:00PM

*Calculus II: The workshop does not require a specific professor, only course enrollment.*

- **Lecture**
  - Workshop MATH 2315: 11698 TTH 1:00PM - 2:00PM

*Engineering Math: The workshop does not require a specific professor, only course enrollment.*

- **Lecture**
  - Workshop MATH 2316: 11699 TTH 1:00PM - 2:00PM

**Computer Science**

*Programming and Data Structures*:

- **Lecture**
  - Workshop CS 3312: 14434 TTH 11:00AM - 12:00PM

*Biology/Biochemistry*:

- **Lecture**
  - Workshop BIOL 2391: 24484 TTH 8:00AM - 9:00AM

- **Lecture**
  - Workshop BIOS 2392: 24485 TTH 8:00AM - 9:00AM